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“Bay Barometer” 
 

Release date - Jan. 31 (tent) 
 

Press Event Location: Norfolk VA area (Tent) 
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 -  N Reduced since ‘09:  
15.67 million lbs  
( 8% progress) 

 

- P  Reduced since ’09:  
0.9 million lbs  
( 1% progress) 

 

- S  Reduced since ‘09  
376 million lbs 
(11 % progress) 

 



Communications Challenges 
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• Confusion: Restoration indicators are “up”; Health 
Indicators are “down” 

– We ‘know’ 2012 potential positives but do not have CBP-
endorsed data to support these yet.   

• Public Perceptions: CBF report  gives positive view 

– How do we position ourselves / our work  in light of 
tension between our and their indicators? 

• Technical Science:  Our report this year is more 
“public-friendly”  

– our messages and speakers need to reflect this.  
 



Public Announcement To Include 

• Media advisory 
 

• News conference – tent: 1/31, Norfolk VA area 
 

• News release 
 

• Online 

• Web story and webpage, Bay Brief, 
Chesapeake Currents 

• Social Media outlets 
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Public Announcement 

• PRESS EVENT – Jan 31 

– Considering Hampton Roads/Norfolk  or 
Richmond location 

• Responsive media in HR/Norfolk region of 
watershed 

• Engages VA Bay media 

• Have not done a media event in VA (except EC) 

• Moves us away from Susquehanna issues 

• Separates us from recent CBF release / location 
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Key Overall Messages 

1. CBP Partners continue to work together to 

restore the Bay ecosystem and to track its health – both in 
the Bay itself and across the rivers and streams of the 
watershed.   

2. Our progress is moving in the right direction 

3. Bay Barometer offers a snapshot of the best 
watershed-wide partnership science available 
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RESTORATION: Key Messages 

1. Partners continue to make progress and results are 
visible and tangible.   

Examples:  

– CBP Partners:  

• increased  240 miles of forest buffers,  

• created 15 new public access sites, 

• restored over 3700 acres of wetlands,  

• opened 141 more miles of streams to migrating fish, 
and 

• estimate that we’ve reduced pollution from nutrients 
and sediment in just the  first year of “pollution diet”. 
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HEALTH: Key Messages  
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1. Despite our official measurements of Health being “down”,  

there are a lot of positive signs of resilience and 
sustainability. 

2. It takes time for the ecosystem’s resilience to show 
up in the data. There will always be a lag time between 
putting our restoration efforts in place and seeing 
improvements in health of the Bay and watershed.  

3. We can hope positive signs will translate into 
positive results in the 2012 and 2013 figures. 

 

 



HEALTH message: Resilience/sustainability 

Examples 

• Long-term pollution trends for total nitrogen and phosphorus pollution over 
the last 25 years show decreases in these pollutants at most monitoring sites.  

• Bay grasses:  Although fewer grasses in the Bay overall in 2011, scientists found 
the large grass beds at Susquehanna Flats to be healthy and even saw new grass 
beds sprouting up in places they didn’t expect.   

– Since Superstorm Sandy hit after the 2012 growing season for grasses and 
after VIMS finished its annual survey, we expect Susquehanna grass bed to 
continue in strength.   

• Crabs: yes, our official count of adult females is cause for caution, but the 
numbers of juvenile crabs in 2012 is cause for hope. 

– management actions saw success, so we challenged ourselves to go further 
with a higher target number.  

• Rockfish: Still within the sustainable range and above target. 
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